Wikimedia Denmark

Who is here?

Finn Årup Nielsen
Karen Mardahl
Matthias Smed Larsen
Steen Thomassen

Edit-a-thon in cooperation with Amnesty International & DO:TOPIA at the "Talk Town" festival with 25+ participants

Lobbying & informing the public about the EU Copyright Directive

Wiki Labs Kultur initiative, which has grown to encompass 6 major DK cultural institutions

3 milestones in the past 12 months

Growing the membership base and the organization as a whole, as well as stability through a group of active and regular contributors throughout the Wikimedia landscape

Our biggest challenge ahead

Developing WMDK:
Making Wikimedia relevant in the Wikipedia community, more members, etc.

Education:
Developing corps of trainers/speakers & developing training material

Maintenance:
Maintaining good communication with contacts in GLAM, other open knowledge groups etc., as well as volunteers

Our main topics